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EU commission throws a lifeline to protect
UK coral reefs

WWF - the global environment network - welcomed today’s announcement by the European
Commission (EC) to introduce emergency fishing restrictions over the Darwin Mounds, which will
prevent further damage to these deep water coral mounds for a period of six months.

WWF are delighted that the Darwin Mounds are finally receiving the protection they sorely deserve and
are pleased that the EC will shortly be tabling a proposal for a permanent ban on the use of bottom
trawling gear in the area.

The EC decision to introduce protective measures comes after the UK government acted on a promise,
made in October 2001, to protect these important and fragile deepwater corals from being destroyed by
deep-water fishing activities.

“Today’s announcement is great news for the Darwin Mounds,” said Alison Champion, marine policy
officer for WWF-UK. “Not only have emergency measures been granted to protect these cold water
corals from further damage, but we also have the opportunity to develop a long term solution to protect
this important habitat.”

The most recent study of the area in 2000 clearly showed photographic evidence of smashed and
fragmented corals and damage where linear channels have been cut into the reefs by fishing trawlers.
Most of this damage occurs in the summer months when fishing activities are at their peak.

The EC and member states are obliged to protect these reefs from damage by human activity, as they
have signed up to the precautionary principle.  Similar measures have been implemented to protect deep
water corals in both Norway and Canada.

Only discovered in 1998, the Darwin Mounds are a unique collection of cold-water coral (Lophelia
Pertusa) mounds at a depth of 1000 metres, about 185km northwest of Scotland. They are made up of
hundreds of coral reefs up to 5m (16ft) high and 100m (328 ft) wide covering an area of approximately
100km2. The reefs support a wide diversity of marine life, such as sponges, starfish, sea urchins, crabs
and deep-sea fish such as the blue ling, round-nosed grenadier and the orange roughy.

“These emergency protection measures, to be implemented immediately, will stop further destruction
being caused by damaging fishing practices,” adds Champion. “This lifeline is fantastic news and must
be followed by a permanent solution, as highlighted in today’s announcement, or we risk losing the
Darwin Mounds forever.”

- ends -
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THE DARWIN MOUNDS: THE CASE FOR
PROTECTION

WWF CALL FOR ACTION

Background
First discovered in 1998, the Darwin Mounds is a unique habitat situated about 185km
northwest of Cape Wrath, off the northwest tip of mainland Scotland. They are a collection of
sandy and cold-water coral mounds, located some 1,000m below the surface of the ocean. There
are hundreds of mounds in the field, which in total cover approximately 100 km2. Individual
mounds are typically circular and up to 5m high and 100m wide.

The 1999 Greenpeace legal action and the UK High Court ruling that the EU Habitats Directive
applies in the UK out to 200nm set the precedent for extending application of Natura 2000 sites
to the offshore environment. Following work carried in the UK the Darwin Mounds was
identified as an underwater habitat that qualified for designation as an offshore Special Area of
Conservation (SAC). However, damaging activities, particularly deep water fishing activities,
until recently, continued to take place in the region resulting in potentially irreversible damage
to the integrity of the coral mounds and the wealth of marine life they support.

The Darwin Mounds represents a flagship case study for the protection of offshore habitats in
the UK and Europe.

Nature Conservation Value

The Darwin Mounds support a substantial population of the deep water coral Lophelia pertusa.
The corals also provide a habitat for numerous associated animals (sponges, starfish, urchins,
sea stars and crabs etc.), including deep-sea demersal fish. The density and biodiversity of
marine life is greatly increased on the Mounds compared to the surrounding seabed.  The ‘tails’
of the Mounds are characterised by high abundances of giant one-celled animals (protozoans)
known as xenophyophores. The Darwin Mounds represent particularly good examples of cold
water corals in a UK and European context.  However, the fact that the corals are associated
with a novel geological feature, sand volcanoes, which exhibit the teardrop tail feature - the first
observations of such features anywhere in the world –further emphasise the case for their
protection.  Moreover the Darwin Mounds are particularly sensitive to physical damage given
the small size and the open occurrence of the coral colonies.

Threats
The corals, up until the recent introduction of CFP temporary emergency measures, were under
immediate threat of destruction from deep-water fishery activities. The most recent study of the
area carried out in 2000 reveal what appears to be direct evidence of the destructive impact of
commercial demersal trawling.  Side scan sonar observations were made which correspond to
scraping action of demersal trawl nets and trawl doors and photographic observations show
smashed and fragmented coral.
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Total Allowable Catches for a range of deep water fish were agreed in 2002, but no area
restrictions have been proposed to limit trawling over sensitive areas such as the Darwin
Mounds, and no gear restrictions are proposed to date.

Additional threats include oil and gas exploration and exploitation, carbonate extraction, cable
laying and shipping activities.

Progress to date
• June 2003 – UK Government formally request that the European Commission take

emergency measures under CFP (Regulation (EC) No 2371/2002, Article 7)
• August 2003 – European Commission announce a temporary (six month) emergency ban on

bottom trawling around the Darwin Mounds (with the option to extend the ban for a further
six months)

• October 2003 – European Commission consult on the proposed council regulation
amending (Regulation (EC) No. 840/98 as regards the protection of deep water coral reefs
from the effects of trawling in an area north west of Scotland

• October 2003 – WWF aware that the European Commission intend to explore the merit of
considering protection, from deep water trawling, of additional vulnerable habitat such as
areas around the Azores, Canaries and Madeira

WWF Call for Action to EU Member States

• The adoption of the proposed council regulation amending (Regulation (EC) No. 840/98 as
regards the protection of deepwater coral reefs from the effects of trawling in an area north
west of Scotland at the earliest opportunity

• The adoption of similar fisheries regulatory measures to protect and conserve additional,
recently identified vulnerable coral habitat

• Governments, through relevant fora such as the EU, OSPAR and CBD develop and
implement a longer term strategy for deep water coral conservation, including damaging
fisheries practices

• Assessment of the impact of other fisheries practices (e.g. long lining and semi-pelagic
trawling) on cold water coral habitat

• Collation of data on efforts and landings in areas where cold water corals occur

Selected WWF Reports relevant to the Darwin Mounds:

• The Darwin Mounds Out of site and still under threat.  September 2001 and updated
October 2002. http://www.wwf.org.uk/filelibrary/pdf/darwin_mounds.pdf

• The Darwin Mounds and the Dogger Bank: Case studies of the management of two
potential Special Areas of Conservation in the offshore environment. S. Gubbay, C. Maria
Baker and B. J. Bett. May 2002.
http://www.ngo.grida.no/wwfneap/Projects/Reports/darwin_dogger_mgmt.pdf

• WWF Offshore Directory Review of a selection of habitats, communities and species of the
north-east Atlantic. S. Gubbay, with contribution from M. Baker, B.Bett, G. Konnecker.
October 2002. http://www.ngo.grida.no/wwfneap/Projects/Reports/Offshore.pdf

For further information, contact:

Ali Champion, WWF UK   achampion@wwf.org.uk
Helen McLachlan, WWF Scotland  hmclachlan@wwfscotland.org.uk

November 2003
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You can Help!  
Help ensure the 
Kyoto protocol - the 
world's main 
answer to combat 
climate change - 
becomes a success 
NOW. 

News Article  
3, Feb 2004
Ban proposed on bottom-trawl fishing around Azores, Madeira, and Canaries Islands

Gland, Switzerland - WWF welcomes a proposal 
tabled today by the European Commission to ban 
the use of bottom-trawl fishing gear around the 
Azores, Madeira, and Canaries Islands. 

Fishing is currently only allowed by domestic fleets 
in these areas, which do not practise bottom 
trawling. However, this rule will end this year. The 
new ban proposed by the European Commission 
today aims to ensure continued protection for 
these habitats. 

"This is great news for the sensitive deep-sea 
habitats around these islands," says Stephan 
Lutter from WWF's North-East Atlantic 
Marine Programme. "The unique ecosystems in 
these waters, such as  and

 habitats, would be rapidly destroyed if 
bottom trawling were allowed."

Deep-water ecosystems around these islands, 
such as the cold-water coral reefs, have been 
undisturbed for thousands of years. They also 
serve as a reserve for commercial fish species like 
mora, black scabbard fish and orange roughy — 
species which are fully exploited on the nearby 
high seas. 

"Deep-sea species are widely recognized as 
having biological characteristics that make them extremely vulnerable to intensive fishing 
pressure," says Stephan Lutter ."The European Commission's proposal is an important 
mitigation measure to reduce the fishing impact on these species and their habitats."

WWF has been working to ensure protection of deep-sea ecosystems in the Atlantic Ocean 
and around the world. Together with other environmental organizations, in June last year

 against plans to open most of the 200-nautical mile exclusive fishing 
zones around the Azores, Madeira and the Canary Islands for the European industrial 
trawler fleets. 

WWF also worked with the  and  governments to protect the countries' cold-
water coral reefs, and recently  that fast-expanding and largely 
unregulated deep-sea fisheries pose to deep-sea life. 

Stephan Lutter
Programme Coordinator, WWF North-East Atlantic Programme
Tel: +49 421 65846 22
E-mail: lutter@wwfneap.org
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For further information:

Cold-water coral is a haven for many 
commercial fish species. © WWF-Canon / 

Erling Svensen
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Peter Bryant
WWF Endangered Seas Programme
Tel: +41 22 364 9028
E-mail:pbryant@wwfint.org
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